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This egg has brightly colored markings on it

Dragon Cave Cheat Codes: ------------ by: RM Update by: Unknown Weird Secret-about eggs: ------------------------ You have 2 to steal them, but people can beat you. The least type of egg they steal is these: 1.If there's something wrong with it. (Like a soft shell). 2.If it's purple, for some reason. Egg description: ----------------
Puddle Dragon - This egg appears to float in a puddle. Blue Dragon - This egg is slimy and blue. Water salmon snake - This egg sits in a shallow pup. Gaurdian dragon - This egg sits in front of the others. Magi dragon - This egg has an orange aura radiating from it. Minttuloh snake - This egg is hidden behind others, as if
it were shy. Green dragon - This egg sits in a pile of small stones. There are strange markings on this egg. White dragon - This egg has a very clean look. There's no dirt, no scratches. Red Dragon - This egg is quite warm. Purple Dragon - Wow, purple is not the color of the egg you left to see. Black dragon - This egg
has a faint green glow around it. Gray Dragon - This egg is surrounded by fog. The pink dragon is bright. And pink. Dark green dragon - This egg sits in grass and small flowers, although there is no sun in the cave. Gold salmon snake - This egg is very reflective, almost metallic looking. Silver salmon snake - This egg
gives a beautiful glow to the Stone Salmon Snake - This egg is heavy and coarse, as if it were made of stone. Two-headed dragon - This egg is divided from the middle into two colors. Paper salmon snake - It's made of paper, and it's so small and light or teeming that it says folding pieces of paper. Chicken - This egg is
a third the size of other eggs. Yellow dinosaur - This egg looks like it can't be heard, it's brightly dyed with white spots. It's much heavier than other eggs. Red dinosaur - This egg looks like it can't be heard, it's brightly dyed with white spots. It's much warmer than other eggs. Blue dinosaur - This egg looks like it can't be
heard, it's brightly dyed with white spots. It's much lighter than other eggs. Green dinosaur - This egg looks like it can't be heard, it's brightly dyed with white spots. Times when eggs can be found: ----------------------------------------- have noticed for the last 5 days that at 4-7 a.m. there are constant eggs in the cave or
abandoned eggs. But your best option is to continue from 1am to 4am if that's possible, because the obvious reason is that no one is on top. Cross more than 4 Eggie: ------------------------------ If you have four dragons Eggie, if you have a female dragon and breed with males and get another egg and then you have five
eggs to try it from 5 over the egg, this cheat, the female can breed once a day. Egg Description 4: ------------------ release dragon caves 15-20 minutes after an hour. Also: Five minutes. Also gives descriptions to holiday dragons, even though they've been over. -=Rares=- Valentine Egg= This egg is spotted and really
fragile. Vampire salmon snake: This egg looks cold and dead. Christmas 2007 = This egg gas with festive dyes and holly leaf stuck to it. Christmas 2008 = This egg has festive markings. Leetle Tree = Oh My. Among the eggs is a leetle tree. Neglected dragon = This egg looks sick and uncensed. -=New publications that
still exist=- Frill Dragon = This egg has strange entries. Geode Dragon = This egg is heavy and feels like it was made of stone. (They a way to get geode is to grow Stone Dragon X Stone Dragon) New Pink Sprites = It is bright and pink. DayDream Dragon = This egg sits high. Sunset Dragon = This egg glows as brightly
as the sun. Sunrise Dragon = This egg glows as brightly as the sun. Balloon Dragon = This light egg floats in the air. Red /Purple Dorsal Dragons = This egg has several color-adjusting stripes. WhipTail Dragons = This egg shakes from time to time, as if eager to hatch. White/Red/Green/Blue Striped Dragon = This egg
has brightly colored markings. (You need to breed certain dragons on a white stripe to get blue, red and green stripe snakes.) Green Eggie: ------------: Jillian No One Seems to Want Light Green Eggs. well time I go to the side of abandoned eggs, there are always so many greens! So, if you want green, there's always a
lot of them! Egg description 5: ------------------: Hamiel Seasonal dragons take on the characteristics of the season in which they are born. Thus, eggs laying eggs in the spring correspond to spring pink flowers and green buds, and eggs laid in summer grow to describe the bright green of forest trees and the yellow of the
sun. Eggs laid in autumn show the bright colors of leaves falling from trees, and those laid out in winter take on the appearance of icy snow. Autumn Dragon - The markings on this egg are suitable for the weather outdoors. Summer Dragon - The markings on this egg are suitable for the weather outdoors. Winter Dragon
- The markings on this egg are suitable for the weather outdoors. Spring Dragon - The markings on this egg are suitable for the weather outdoors. Egg Description 5: ------------------: Hamiel Albino Dragon - You can see a baby dragon curled inside this transluct egg. Pygmy Dragon - This egg is so small you almost didn't
see it. Alt Vine Dragon - This egg sits in grass and small flowers, although there is no sun in the cave. Alt Black - Around this egg there is a faint green glow. Undead Dragon - N/A (Kill the chick and revive it. 50% success rate) Vine Dragon - This egg sits on a patch of grass and small flowers, although there is no sun in
the cave. Egg description ------------------ by Hamiel (33.33% (33.33% getting frilled, Ochredraken or Skywing eggs from caves) Frilled Dragon - This egg has strange markings. Frilled dragons are smaller than most other breeds, but under threat they stretch their wings and ruffles to look larger. They usually do not want to
fight, preferring to hide in confrontation. Frilled dragons live in small groups and often come together to scare off potential threats. Men also use their fines to attract mates, and those with the best ruffles are more likely to reproduce. Ochredrake Dragon - There are strange markings on this egg. Ochrakroks are a curious
species with a wide range of mutations and interesting behaviors. Not as intelligent as normal dragons, they reproduce only with other drake species. While they may not be bright, ocredrakes are pompous and fun, with incredible, chirping sounds to sing with and easily tame in front of a gentle hand. There are strange
markings on this egg. Skywing dragons spend most of their lives flying through the air. They hunt from the air, dive prey from above and land only to rest. They are one of the fastest flyers capable of very high speeds. The strap at the end of the tail acts as a rudder, allowing them to easily change direction during flight.
How to get rare and rare dragons: ------------------------------------- by Unregistered Apr 23, 2012 I've realized during dragon probe time that if you're on the website for a very long time, maybe at least an hour, then rare dragons will start appearing. Sometimes I just watch youtube videos or check my email when there's
another tab open in the dragon cave and I check the abandoned and cave areas every now and then, after an hour or two, check back. Another scam to get rare and rare eggs is a visit in the morning of the dragonfly, from about 2 a.m. to 4 a.m., since apparently no one is on at the time, so rare and rare may see at that
time. Finally, this is a small but real fact; No one's in the cave anymore. Most of the dragon users are in the abondoned area, so take my advice and go to the cave as there is rarely anyone there. You can find very rare dragons in the cave, such as cheese, or perhaps legendary. From the cave I got my legendary trio,
magma! in: Edit the share Can't find the dragon you're looking for? Before you ask if it's recently posted on the Currently Release page, see if it's recently published. When hunting new eggs in different habitats of Dragon Cave, users are presented with a set of mystery eggs. These eggs have a black egg with a red
question mark and can only be identified by their written description. In this guide is to help users identify the eggs they may find in the game. Some descriptions are divided among several eggs. These descriptions have been encouraged by the lists below. Other useful identification pages: Year-round dragons[edit | edit
source] These dragons can be found all year round in habitats, through breeding or using certain breed-specific activities. Ordinary dragons[edit | edit source] Egg description The habitat of the breed Is almost as if time is distorted around this egg. Aeon Wyvern AlpineForest This crystallised egg almost looks like you
could reach into its depths. Aeria Gloris Alpine Wind gusts around this egg. Aether Wyvern Alpine You can see a baby dragon curled up inside this translucet egg. Albino AlpineForest The brilliant blue spots on this egg stand out. Alcedine Wyvern All Habitats This shiny green egg is quite warm. Almerald AlpineForest
This pristinated egg sits in a clear pool of water. Amalthean No Habitat This delicately textured egg sits in the sunshine. Anagallis DesertForestJungle This egg is surrounded by mysterious, reflective dust. Antarea Desert This dull egg rests far from the edge of the water. Aqualis Coast This egg's vibrant scales sparkle in
the sunlight of Aranoa CoastJungle This bright egg has a warm crust. Aria Jungle This slingshot egg emits mysterious energy. Avatar of Change No Habitat This shimmering egg emits initial energy. Creation avatar No habitat This smouldering egg emits volatile energy. Destruction avatar No habitat This ash egg is
smooth to touch . Ash ForestVolcano This egg resembles a night sky. Astaarus Alpine This large egg has a shiny shine and appears to be covered in scales. Azure Glacewing Forest This light egg floats in the air. Balloon AlpineCoastForestJungle Around this egg is a faint green glow. Black All habitats This egg has a
black cap. Black Capped Teimarr Coast This egg has a slightly exotic aroma. Black Tea Desert This egg has a pleasant, musky smell. Black truffle All habitats This egg is white in color and smells a little like salt. Blacktip Coast This egg shines brilliantly in the moonlight, covered with red spots. Bleeding Moon Alpine This
egg is covered with thick blue stripes. Blue-ribboned Alpine This egg smells faintly of salt water. Blusang Lindwyrm Coast This egg has a striking pattern. Bolt AlpineForest This egg is covered with light blue spots. Boreal Alpine This egg is covered with spots. Bright-breasted Wyvern Jungle This egg smells quite bullish.
Brimstone DesertVolcano This egg is unusually large and heavy. Brute Alpine This speckled red egg almost glows from the inside out. Candelabra CoastJungle This egg is hidden in some leaves. Canopy Jungle This egg glows with dazzling constellations. Carina No Habitat This pink and red egg swings randomly.
Wyvern Jungle This egg will make you feel a little uneasy. Cassare All Habitats This transluct egg shines like a star.' Heavenly all habitats This soft egg was carefully nestled in feathers and snow. Cloudplume Alpine This this Reminds you of the sea. Coastal Waverunner Coast This egg glows with reddish gloss. Copper
DesertVolcano AlpineForest CoastJungle This icy egg sparkles in sub-zero temperatures. Crystallised Alpine This egg sits in grass and small flowers, although there is no sun in the cave. Dark green ForestJungle This egg shines coldly in the moonlight. Dark Lumina All habitats This egg sits in the cloud. Daydream
CoastForestJungle This egg appears to be covered in scales. [1] Deep sea coast This egg shines like a diamond. Diamondwing AlpineVolcano This egg has several color controls. Back jungle electric sparks dance over the surface of this egg. Electric Alpine starlight glows over the shell of this egg. Elux Lucis Alpine This
egg is really hot. Embers volcano This egg shakes slightly when taken out of the light. Equinox Forest Cold flames dance over the surface of this egg. Falconiform Wyvern volcano This speckless egg looks positively ancient. Fell All Habitats This egg is textured with orange flares. Fever Wyvern Jungle Glittering crystal
schids pass over the surface of this coarse egg. [2] Fire Gem Volcano It's bright. And pink. [3] Flamingo Wyvern CoastJungle This shiny egg smells faintly like flowers. Floret Wyvern Alpine Forest This egg is yellow with an orange spot. Freckle DesertJungle This egg has strange markings. Frilled Jungle Frost sneaks
over this cold egg. Frostbite Alpine Strong energy comes from this egg. Galvanic Wyvern Volcano This egg is decorated with colorful jewels. Gemshard Jungle This egg is heavy and coarse, as if it were made of stone. [5] Geode No Habitat This egg is very reflective, almost metallic looking. Gold All habitats This egg has
bright orange and green markings. Golden Horn Tangar Jungle This egg glows like gold. Golden Wyvern Alpine This egg sits in a pile of small stones. Green ForestVolcano This egg sits in front of the others. Protector Volcano This egg mysteriously glows. Nature's keeper No habitat This heavy egg feels a little warm.
Harvest Alpine[6]Forest This egg emits the heat of a fell fire. Hellfire Wyvern Volcano This hot egg shakes violently when you touch it. Hellhorse No Habitat This egg has strange markings. [4] Horse jungle Ice sticks have formed in this egg. Iced houses This egg is hidden in trees. Imperial Fleshcrowne All Habitats This
egg is smooth and shiny. Khusa AlpineDesert This shiny egg gives an almost magical aura. Kingcrowne All Habitats This shimmering egg was hidden far from the others. Labradorite All Habitats This green and silver egg lurks in the shadows, enticing you to steal it. Lacula Coast This red and golden egg sits in front of



others, almost daring you to grab it. Leodon Volcano This glowing egg looks like to your core. Lihnseyre Jungle This egg shines brightly in the sunlight. Sunlight. All habitats The markings of this egg glow brightly in the shadows. Luminox Wyvern Forest This metallic egg shows weak iridescence in the moonlight. Lunar
Herald AlpineDesertVolcano This egg has an orange aura radiating from it. Magi All Habitats This egg is almost too hot to touch. Magma volcano This heavy egg has a earthy smell, like freshly ground soil. Melismor Forest This egg is hidden behind others, as if it were shy. Mint AlpineCoastForestJungleVolcano You will
hear a soft melody as you approach this egg. Mistra CoastJungle This egg is buried in leaf sand. Monarch DesertForestJungle This egg resembles a glowing stone. [7] Moonstone Desert This egg glows with brilliant radiation. Nebula AlpineDesert This egg looks very sick as if it were sick. Neglected no habitat There are
strange yellow stripes in this egg. Neotropic jungle This dull purple egg has two bright stripes. Nhiostrife Wyvern Alpine This egg appears to be made of limestone. Nocturne AlpineForest This egg smells like a stuffy, like rotting leaves. Olive forest This egg has a velvety structure. Pillow Alpine It's clear. And pink. [3] Pink
All Habitats This massive egg is covered with thick plates. Plated Colossus ForestJungle Wow, purple is not the egg color you left to see. Purple All Habitats This egg feels like polished stone. Pyralspite Alpine Volcano Coast This glass egg is too hot to hold with your bare hands. Pyrovar Volcano This blue and bronze
egg arouses your curiosity. Razorcrest Wyvern Alpine This egg is quite warm. Red DesertVolcano This egg is wet from the waves and has bright red stripes. Red-fined tidal coast Cool mountain breeze blows around this egg. Ridgewing Alpine This egg radiates earthly cold. Rift Wyrm All Habitats[8] This bright egg shines
in the morning sunlight. Risensong No Habitat This egg shines in the moonlight. Royal Blue Alpine This large egg has a dark crimson color. Royal Crimson Volcano This egg was buried in a sand dune. Sapo ForestJungle This egg looks like a beautiful blue rock. Sapphire All habitats This egg looks quite harmless.
Scimitar wing Wyvern DesertVolcano This egg is covered with mysterious patterns. Manuscript Volcano The markings on this egg are suitable for the weather outdoors. Seasonal (spring) Forest The markings on this egg correspond to the weather outside. Seasonal (Summer) Forest The markings on this egg correspond
to the weather outside. Seasonal (autumn) forest The markings on this egg correspond to the weather outside. Seasonal (winter) Alpine This ordinary-looking egg has faint spots. Seragamma Wyvern Volcano This dark egg shines in the evening sunlight. Setsong Dragon No Habitat This egg appears to be Smothered. [1]
Shallow water No habitat This egg is very reflective, almost metallic looking. [9] Glowing Scale No Habitat This egg gives a beautiful glow. [10] Silver All habitats habitats the striped egg has a warm glow. Sinii Krai Coast This egg seems to glow in commas. Siyat AlpineCoastForest This ordinary blue egg almost seems to
float. Skystrider AlpineCoastForest This pale egg has very vibrant colors. Skysilk DesertJungle This egg has strange markings. [4] Skywing Coast This egg gives a beautiful glow. [10] Soulpeace No Habitat This egg has a coarse but shiny crust. Spotted Alpine There is one stripe in this glassy egg. Spinel Wyvern
DesertVolcano No Habitat This egg glows from the inside. Spirit Ward AlpineForest This egg has brightly colored markings. [11] Spitfire Desert This egg is covered with bright spots. Spotted green wing forest This egg is heavy and coarse, as if it were made of stone. [5] Stone AlpineDesertVolcano This egg is surrounded
by fog. Storm All habitats You can feel the static electricity that surrounds this egg. Storm-Rider No Habitat This egg is very large but lightweight in size. Stratos Dragon AlpineDesertJungle This egg has brightly colored markings. [11] Striped ForestJungle No Habitat[12] A small condensation puddle has accumulated
under this egg. Striped river forest This egg glows as brightly as the sun. Sunset[13] Alpine Sunrise[13] This egg changes color in sunlight. Sunsong Amphiptere Jungle This egg resembles a glowing stone. [7] Sunstone Desert This egg has a very thin shell. Swallowtail Forest Water sparkles in the shimmering shell of this
egg. Tercorn Coast This egg has a lush green tint. Terrae Forest This egg has weak markings. Tetra CoastJungle Every time you get close to this dick, your hair stands at the end. Thunder Desert This egg is very reflective, almost metallic looking. [9] Tinsel No Habitat This brown egg is covered with intricat models. Tri-
Horn Wyvern Alpine This egg swings back and forth in a pun, creating small waves. Tsunami Wyvern Coast This egg smells strongly of turpentine. Turpentine desert This egg has colored spots. Bi-fin Bluna No Habitat This egg is very warm, as if it were sitting in strong sunlight. Ultraviolet No habitat The moisture layer
coated by this egg is thin. Undine AlpineForest This egg is stone cold and smells like rotten. Vampire No Habitat[14] An aura of serenity surrounds this tattered egg. Venturis Alpine This egg sits in a shallow punct. Water coast This egg appears to float in a pun. Water Walker CoastForestJungle This egg is slimy and
blue. Waterhorse coast This egg shakes from time to time, as if eager to hatch. Whiptail Forest This egg has a very clean look; There's no dirt, no scratches. White All Habitats Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Aquilo) Alpine Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm Coast Mana
courses all this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Astrapi) Alpine Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] [15] No, no, no. Forest Mana courses all this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Gaia) Jungle Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Ke'maro) Volcano Mana courses all this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm
(Mageia) Desert Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Obidar) Forest Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Pharos) Desert Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Pyro) Volcano Mana flows like a stream through this glass egg. Xenowyrm (Staterae) All Habitats
Mana courses throughout this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Thalassa) coast mana courses all this glass egg. [15] Xenowyrm (Umbra) Jungle This dull egg feels cozy warm. Xol Volcano No Habitat Air glows around this egg, as if from heat. Yellow-rose desert This shiny egg seems to radiate strength. Zyumorph Alpine
Coast Desert Forest Jungle Volcano Double-ended dragons[edit | edit source] Egg Description Breed Habitat This heavy egg has a soft, productive shell. Baikala Coast ForestJungle This egg has raised golden ridges. Bauta Coast This egg has dark and light spots... Or maybe it's light and has dark spots on it?
Blancblack DesertForestVolcano This egg does not seem to be able to decide what color it is. Duotone All Habitats This shiny egg will give you a headache when you get close. Geminae Desert This egg sparkles strangely in the light. Gilded blood pocket volcano The surface of this egg is coarse and sharp. Hooktalo's
Desert This egg has an oak crust. Jester No Habitat This dense, crystallised egg appears dangerously unstable. Nexus AlpineVolcano This egg is divided from the middle into two colors. Share all habitats This opalescical egg glows in the moonlight. Two-headed Lindwyrm Alpine Forest Pygmies[edit | edit source] Egg
Description Breed Habitat This little egg is quite light. Avea Pygmy All Habitats[8] This egg is so small you almost didn't see it. Common Pygmy AlpineForestJungle This little egg is striped and feels rough. Coral Pygmy Wyvern Coast This egg is small and brightly colored. Crimson Flare Pygmy Volcano This little egg is
mysterious and dark. Dark Myst Pygmy ForestJungle This little egg is cold to the touch. Murky Pygmy No Habitat This little egg gives a colorful glow. Glowback Pygmy ForestJungle This small, dark egg fills you with existential stitching. Kovos Pygmy Coast This little cobalt egg has a crystalline waist. Kyanite Pygmy All
Habitats This little egg is swallowed in a cool, purple flame. Magelight Pygmy Alpine This little egg smells like the sea. Mariner Pygmy Coast This little glowing egg will tempt you to follow its light. Imitate Pygmy ForestJungle There are crazy vortexes in this little egg. Misfit Pygmy Jungle This little egg is heavier than the
giants. Pygmy Alpine This little egg resembles a seed. Pargulus Pygmy All Habitats[16] This little egg is soft and has a few feathers. Pipio Pygmy All habitats In this little egg is bold streak to it. Red-tinted Wyrm Pygmy DesertForestJungle This little egg shines like a pearl. Seawyrm Pygmy Coast Drakes[edit | edit source]
Egg Description Breed Habitat This egg shows both dawn and dusk colors. [17] Day Glory Drake Forest This striped egg feels moist. Glaucus Drake Coast This egg is spotted with rosette-like markings. Greater Spotted Drake Forest This egg is covered with small golden scales. Honey Drake CoastForestJungle You hear
strange noises from inside this egg. Howler Drake Jungle A few bright markings adorn the shells of this egg. Morphodrake Jungle This egg shows both dawn and dusk colors. [17] Night Glory Drake Forest This egg has strange markings. [4] Ochredraken forest It almost looks like there are claw marks on this egg.
Pseudo-wyvern Drake Desert The delicate mesh-like pattern adorns the shells of this egg. Tarantula Hawk Drake Desert This egg has a coarse shell. Tatterdrake ForestJungle This smooth green egg looks vaguely familiar. Vremya Drake Forest Non-Dragon Creatures[edit | edit source] Egg Description Breed Habitat
This egg looks like it doesn't belong; it is brightly dyed with white spots. It's much lighter than other eggs. [18] Blue Dino Jungle This egg is soft and smells amazingly like cheese. Cheese All habitats This egg is much smaller than the others. Chicken All habitats This egg looks like it does not belong; it is brightly dyed with
white spots. Green Dino Jungle This egg is small and made of several pieces of paper folded together. Paper All habitats This egg looks like it does not belong; it is brightly dyed with white spots. It's much lighter than other eggs. [18] Purple Dino Jungle This egg looks like it doesn't belong; it is brightly dyed with white
spots. It's much warmer than other eggs. Red Dino Jungle This egg looks like it does not belong; it is brightly dyed with white spots. It's much heavier than other eggs. Yellow Dino Jungle Limited-release dragons[edit | edit source] These eggs are only available during their specific holidays (with the exception of Vampire
Dragon, which is produced by biting all year round). With their first release, restricted release dragons usually fall into all biomes. In the following years, a special biome appears during the holiday event, making the breeds of previous years available again. Egg description Breed Valentine's Day This egg is spotted and
very fragile. Valentine This egg looks delicate and sweet. Sweetening This sweet-smelling egg is covered with a ribbon. Rose-tinted This scarlet egg has a slightly sweet aroma. Heartseeker This egg is deep pink. Arsani This radiant white egg has red and gold Radiant Angel This egg is so shiny that it makes you want to
take it. Heartstealing This lovely egg has rolled to the side. Mutamore This deep purple egg glows like a pearl. Soulstone This egg has flower smell. Flower crown The warm egg is surrounded by plants. Sakuhana Wyvern This royal egg feels strangely light. Erador Lindwyrm Halloween This egg is stone cold and smells
like rotten. Vampire This egg smells like autumn harvest. Pumpkin This egg is covered with a dark shell. Black bone marrow This egg evaporates into the shadows. Shadow Walker This egg is wedd in a dark corner. Cavern Lurker This egg seems to have a bad grin. Grave Being near this egg makes it hard to think
clearly. Desipis The pattern of this egg shell is worrying. Caligene This egg is hidden in brambles. Witchness light This warm egg is entangled in the roots of a dead tree. Omen Wyrm This egg has reflective points that remind you of jewels or eyes. Arcana Dragon A fine mist rolls over this cool, scaly egg. Kohraki Dragon
Dead leaves this egg scratched shell obscure. Pitfire Dragon Christmas This egg has holly magazine. Holly This egg is covered with bright, festive stripes. Yulebuck This egg will fill you with holiday cheer. Snow angel This egg shines like a holiday tape. Tape dancer This colorful egg is covered with a light layer of snow.
Winter Magi This egg has a rich, shiny pattern. Wrapping wing This egg emits a soft, heartwarming glow. Day stoppage This colorful egg glows in the light. Mistletoe The winter cold squirms beneath the surface of this egg. Aegis This egg is surrounded by frost. Snow This festive egg gives comforting warmth. Garland
This egg glows with soft, soothing light. Starsinger This egg emits a gentle barrel when faced with a winter breeth. Wintertide Leetles[edit | edit source] Leetle Tree is currently the only leetle available. It appears as a frozen egg in users' scrolls and cannot hatch or ripen. However, the sprite shown by Leetle Tree changes
during the season and on holidays. Leetle Tree's description is, Oh, no. Among the eggs is a leetle tree. Sprite Season or Holiday Date Valentine's Day February 14 Spring Vernal Equinox – Summer Solstice April Fools' Day April 1 Earth Day April 22 Summer Solstice – Autumn Equinox Autumn Equinox – Winter
Daytime Halloween October 31 Winter Solstice – Vernal Equinox Christmas December 25 Notes [edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 This description is shared between Deep Sea and Low Water Dragons. However, shallow water dragons can only be produced by processing and do not appear in the cave. ↑ The Fire Gem egg
description is updated to include the crystal color when the egg is approved. The color of the egg is determined by the fact that the egg is created. ↑ 3.0 3.1 This description is shared between pink dragons and Flamingo Wyverns. ↑ 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 This description is divided between ochrakroks and horse, frilled and
skywing dragons. ↑ 5.0 5.1 This description is divided between stone and geode dragons. However can only be produced by processing, and it does not appear in the cave. ↑ Harvest Dragons transfer biomes based on the season. In winter, they appear in the Alps, while in all other seasons they appear in the forest. ↑ 7.0
7.1 This description is divided between Sunstone and Moonstone dragons. ↑ 8.0 8.1 Avea Pygmies and Rift Wyrms orbit habitats every hour. ↑ 9.0 9.1 This description is divided between Shimmer and Tinsel Dragons. ↑ 10.0 10.1 This description is divided between silver and soulpeace dragons. However, Soulpeace
Dragons can only be obtained by breeding, and it does not appear in the cave. ↑ 11.0 11.1 This description is divided between a Spitfire and a Striped Dragon. ↑ Striped dragons stolen from the cave are always a white variation. Other colors can only be produced by processing. ↑ 13.0 13.1 Sunrise and sunset dragons
hatch from the same egg. The breed is determined by the time at which the egg hatches. ↑ Vampire dragons, although technically a Halloween dragon, can be produced all year round. ↑ 15.00 15.01 15.02 15.03 15.04 15.05 15.06 15.07 15.08 15.09 15.10 15.11 This description is divided between most xenowyrs.
Variability depends on the habitat and the alignment of the elements. ↑ The variant depends on the biome. Learn more about Pargulus Pygmy. ↑ 17.0 17.1 Day Glory and Night Glory drakes share the same egg sprite and description. The breed is determined by the creation of an egg. ↑ 18.0 18.1 This description is
divided between blue dinos and purple dinos. Guides and presentation Community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Said.
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